
IMMUNE SYSTEM MOBILIZATION PROCESS 
With thanks to Ligia Barascout, Batinah Dawdy, and Glenn Soberman 

 

To help in the healing of conditions affected by immune system response 

A.   PREPARATION 

1. MT for ND, D, and R and correct if necessary. 

 

2. SAY to your client: “Please invent a brief phrase to describe your 
condition so we can use it in our work today, e.g., “my sinus infection,” 
or “my pre-cancerous cervical cells.” Make note of the phrase. 

 

3. MT: “My being is ready, willing, and able to prevent or treat my (repeat 
client’s phrase) now.” If weak do other work. 

 

4. REVERSALS AND MINI-REVERSALS: TREAT at least the following 
reversals, where necessary, by treating the Originating Traumas that 
caused them. 

 

a. My body is incapable of healing itself. 

 

b. My immune system is incapable of healing my (client’s phrase) 
without prescription drugs. 

 

c. My Center is incapable of healing my body of its (client’s 
phrase). 

  

d. My immune system is too weak to kill my (client’s phrase) 
COMPLETELY. 

 



e. I can only get well if someone else and/or something else does it 
for me. 

 

f. I’m too sick to be healed COMPLETELY. 

 

g. I’m too messed up to heal myself. 

 

h. It’s impossible for anyone to heal themselves 

 

i. MT: “There are more reversals to my healing my (client’s 
phrase).” If strong, consider the nature of your client and their 
health issue and, in cooperation, discover, MT, and treat more 
relevant reversals and mini-reversals that may be impeding self-
healing. (Consider secondary gain.) 

 

5. IMMUNE SYSTEM DIAGNOSIS:  MT about the workings of the immune 
system considering at least the following: 

 

a. “My body has enough red blood cells to bring oxygen and 
nutrition to the area affected by my (client’s phrase).” If weak, 
explore at least issues of sufficiency, poverty, deprivation, and 
neglect. 

 

b. “My red blood cells are easily bringing oxygen and nutrition to 
the areas of my body affected by my (client’s phrase).” If weak, 
consider at least issues of nurture, generosity, and blockage. 

 

c. “My body has enough white blood cells to heal my (client’s 
phrase).” If weak, consider at least protection and survival 
issues. 

 



d. “My body has enough platelets to heal my (client’s phrase).” If 
weak, consider at least healing, protection, and clotting issues. 

 

e. “My immune system easily recognizes the (microbe, cancer) that 
is invading my (name affected body parts or entire body) as 
something it must destroy.” If weak, consider at least 
consciousness, insight, denial, and idealization issues. 

 

f. “My leucocytes have already located the invading (microbes, 
cancer cells).” If weak, consider at least assertion, insight, 
location, and discovery issues. 

 

g. “My leucocytes are easily engulfing and killing the invading 
(microbes, cancer cells).” If weak, consider at least assertion, 
aggression, and completion issues. 

 

h. “My red blood cells, kidneys, and colon are removing the toxic 
leftovers of my (client’s phrase).” If weak, consider at least 
issues of rejection and letting go. 

 

i. “My killer cells are easily recognizing the difference between my 
body’s own tissues and invading (microbes, cancer cells).” If 
weak, consider at least issues of consciousness, denial, insight, 
and differentiation. 

 

j. “My killer cells are easily attacking and killing only (microbes, 
cancer cells) and not my body’s own tissues.” If weak, consider 
at least issues of protection, differentiation, taking care of 
business, completion, deserving. 

 

k. “My killer cells are not attacking my own tissues in my (name 
area in body where problem is).” If weak, consider at least issues 
of self-hatred, self-punishment, suicidality, and differentiation. 



 

l. “My phagocytes are easily chewing up all the invading 
organisms.” If weak, consider at least issues of passivity, 
protection, and survival.” 

 

m. “My lymphocytes are remembering these microbes as previous 
invaders, since they are.” If weak, consider at least issues of 
repression, memory, unconsciousness, and dissociation. 

 

n. “My antibodies are easily locking onto antigens, neutralizing 
toxins, and activating complement.” If weak, consider at least 
issues of passivity, protection, and survival. 

         

o. “My T-lymphocytes are destroying invaders and antigens.” If 
weak, consider at least issues of protection, aggression, 
assertion, and survival. 

 

p. Other relevant immune system issues. 

 

6. DISCOVERING UNDERLYING IMMUNE SYSTEM TRAUMAS: For each 
immune system issue that MT weak above, discover the Originating, 
Initiating, and Connecting Traumas and/or traumatic patterns that 
underlie the issue. Make a list of these traumas and patterns including 
the issues that MT weak. 

 

7. DISCOVERING OTHER RELEVANT TRAUMAS: 

 

a. SPIRIT: “Spiritual trauma is blocking my Center from helping heal 
my body.” If Strong, discuss and MT to discover the relevant 
spiritual Originating, Initiating, and Connecting traumas and 
patterns. Add the patterns and traumas to your list for later 
treatment. 



 

b. PSYCHE: “Psychological trauma is blocking certain body parts or 
processes from healing (client’s phrase).” If strong, discuss and 
MT to discover the relevant psychological traumatic patterns 
and Originating, Initiating, and Connecting traumas. Add these 
to your list of traumas and patterns for later treatment. 

 

c. BODY: “Physical trauma is blocking certain body parts or 
processes from healing my (client’s phrase).” If strong, discuss 
and MT to discover the relevant physical traumatic patterns and 
Originating, Initiating, and Connecting traumas. Add these to 
your list of traumas and patterns for later treatment. 

 

8. DISCOVERING ARCHETYPAL INVOLVEMENT: 

a. MT: “There is at least one archetype that is involved in my 
(client’s phrase).”  

i. If weak, go to step 9 below. 

ii. If strong, discuss and MT to find out which archetype is 
involved. 

iii. Use the Depths materials and MT to find out what the 
archetype is doing to make or keep your client sick. 

 

Note: There will not necessarily be traumas to treat on all three levels. 

 

9. OPTIMAL ORDER OF TREATMENT: By now you will have a treatment 
list that consists of a group of traumas and patterns for each type of 
dysfunction you have discovered. MT to find the optimal order of 
treatment of the groups of traumas. 

 

10. VIALS/PAPERS: “We need to use vials and/or papers to treat my 
(client’s phrase).” If strong, MT vials and/or papers that include: 

 



a. All the relevant body parts, including organs, immune system 
parts if relevant, organ systems, nervous system parts, etc.. 
Include relevant parts of the body parts being treated, e.g., for 
the lungs, alveoli and bronchii. 

b. All the relevant diseases or bodily dysfunctions, e.g., breast 
cancer, kidney infection, or asthma. 

c. All relevant microbes, parasites, or types of cancer cell, e.g., 
streptococcus sanguis, lung flukes, or sarcoma. 

d. Any other contributing substance, e.g., toxic chemicals or toxic 
heavy metals. 

e. Any relevant allergies or sensitivities, e.g., dust, mold. 

 

TREATMENT 

 

11. REVERSALS: Treat all the reversals discovered in #4 above with the 
Core Belief Protocol using the Trauma Treatment Option. 

 

12. ARCHETYPES: Using AIT Depths work: 

 

a. Have your client do active imagination during which they obtain 
the archetype’s agreement to join in the treatment of your 
client’s illness. 

b. Have the archetype(s) participate in your client’s energy 
treatment. 

c. Treat the archetype(s) for its involvement in your client’s illness. 

 

13. 3-STEP TRANSFORMATION: USING 3-Step Transformation in the 
optimal order discovered in #9 above, treat all the relevant traumatic 
patterns and Originating, Initiating, and Connecting traumas using the 
Trauma Protocol, the Family Treatment Protocol, Quick AIT, or 
Instantaneous AIT. 

 



a. When using vials or papers, add them before treatment begins, 
and treat at least three traumas, aspects, or patterns before 
removing, retesting, and replacing vials and/or papers with new 
ones. If the physical dysfunction is serious, treat more than three 
traumas, aspects, or patterns before removing, retesting, and 
replacing vials or papers. 

 

b. Use the part of the body most affected by the illness as the place 
for the Stationary Hand during treatments, e.g., place the 
stationary hand on the sinuses if you are treating sinusitis, or on 
the stomach for a stomach ulcer. 

 

c. For particular symptoms such as pain, itching, soreness, or 
stiffness, treat each symptom as an aspect to a SUD of 0, placing 
the stationary hand on the painful, sore, itchy, or stiff part. 

 

14. CREATE AND TREAT A MATRIX: MT: “We need to create and treat a 
Core Belief Matrix in order to complete this work on my (client’s 
phrase).” If strong, do so; if weak, continue below. 

 

15. REAWAKEN A CORE QUALITY: MT: “We need to reawaken at least one 
Core Quality in order to complete the healing of my (client’s phrase). If 
strong, do so; if weak, continue below. 

 

16. HALLELUJAH!! 

 


